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This Article disputes the common misperception that sports are a colorblind meritocracy that should serve as a model for the rest of society. The capacity of players to break into and succeed in professional sports is believed to be based purely on merit, with no consideration of race. Controversies that surfaced around the rise of professional basketball player Jeremy Lin, an Asian American not expected to succeed in a sport dominated by blacks and whites, challenged this popularly-held notion. This Article argues, not in a derisive way, that Lin’s ability to secure a lucrative $28.8 million contract, originally with the Houston Rockets and recently traded to the Los Angeles Lakers, was not purely based on merit, but was based on race. Expanding upon Nancy Leong’s theory of racial capitalism and Justice O’Connor’s business diversity rationale in Grutter v. Bollinger, this Article suggests that the primary reason for Lin’s continued place in the National Basketball Association represents the monetization of race by corporate interests, which contradicts the idealization of the sports as a colorblind meritocracy.

The winter of 2012 witnessed the phenomenon in American sports known as “Linsanity.” Jeremy Lin, an undrafted third-string point guard who had drifted from team to team in the National Basketball Association (NBA) seemingly on his way to obscurity, suddenly and unexpectedly sparked a winning streak for his then-team, the New York Knicks, capturing the attention, adoration, and imagination of sports fans across the country. What distinguished Lin from the typical sports underdog success story, however, was his race—as an Asian American, Lin was not expected to possess the talent to succeed in a sport traditionally dominated by black and white athletes. Boxer Floyd Mayweather infamously reacted to Lin’s success by tweeting “Jeremy Lin is a good player but all the hype is because he’s Asian. Black players do what he does every night and don’t get the same praise,” implying...
that Lin was an undeserving recipient of affirmative action. Mayweather’s criticism spurred a public debate concerning race and merit in sports, which Carmelo Anthony, Lin’s then-teammate on the Knicks, continued later that summer. When Lin obtained a $28.8 million contract offer from the Houston Rockets during free agency, Anthony called the contract “ridiculous,” suggesting that Lin was objectively not worth that much talent-wise and that the Knicks should not match that offer. Anthony’s sentiments, shared by some of his teammates, implied that there is an objective correlation between ability and earning capacity in NBA player contracts, which is perhaps premised on the assumption, as many African American athletes have wrongly been led to believe, that sports is a colorblind meritocracy. The circumstances surrounding Jeremy Lin’s initial breakthrough and continued presence in the NBA problematize this belief in the race-neutrality of sports, and instead uncover the way race interplays with primarily fiduciary and commercial incentives behind NBA player personnel decisions.

In the midst of Linsanity, the term now popularly used to memorialize Jeremy Lin’s unlikely surge through the NBA in early 2012, Oliver Wang observed the racial polemics that were surfacing:

For some, Lin is the ultimate underdog: overlooked, undervalued yet now, overachieving. For them, his rise is a confirmation of American exceptionalism and the promise of meritocracy... For others, Lin is the...


Chuck Schilken, Carmelo Anthony calls Jeremy Lin contract offer 'ridiculous,' L.A. Times (July 16, 2012), http://articles.latimes.com/2012/jul/16/sports/la-sp-sp-jeremy-lin-carmelo-anthony-20120716. (“New York shooting guard J.R. Smith told Sports Illustrated on Sunday that it might not go over so well in the locker room if Lin returns to the Knicks making the kind of money he's been offered.”).

See John Hoberman, Darwin’s Athlete’s: How Sport Has Damaged Black America and Preserved The Myth of Race 29–30 (1997) (“the presence of large numbers of black athletes in the major sports appears to have persuaded almost everyone that the process of integration has been a success.”); see also Gilberto Conchas, The Color of Success: Race and High-Achieving Urban Youth 56 (2006) (noting the ways in which black urban youth regard professional basketball as a medium for achieving success in America).

beneficiary of token sympathies, overly lauded for being an Asian curiosity in a sport dominated by black and white bodies.\(^7\)

The question whether Lin emerged in the NBA spotlight in spite of his race or because of his race, engaged archetypal issues of discrimination and affirmative action in America and brought them into popular discourse. Lin’s contract offer from Houston reignited the debate as to whether he truly “merited” the price or whether the contract represented some type of “unmerited” affirmative action for an underrepresented minority. As Wang concludes, rather than support the notion of sport as a realm of colorblindness, “what Linsanity has also revealed, in stark and sometimes uncomfortable ways, is how much we still want to talk about race.”\(^8\)

This Article argues, not in a derisive way, that Lin’s contract is indeed racially based. Yet his continued place in the NBA is not a matter of simple affirmative action, but instead addresses the exploitative financial complexities behind many other race-based decisions by institutions in America. Lin’s $28.8 million contract, which was recently traded to the Los Angeles Lakers, challenges the idealization of sports as a colorblind meritocracy, and demonstrates the conscious monetization of race in American culture.

The Houston Rockets, Los Angeles Lakers, and the NBA have institutionally been enabled to capitalize on Jeremy Lin’s race, which demonstrates Nancy Leong’s theory of “racial capitalism,” a term she coins to describe “the process of deriving social or economic value from the racial identity of another person.”\(^9\) Leong examines the ways in which institutions derive market benefits from partial racial inclusion of minority members, and thus commodifies them.\(^10\) She contextualizes her argument within the affirmative action debate in higher education. According to Leong, by having minority members, schools can utilize diversity as a marketability mechanism to attract other consumers, most of who may come from the white majority, but who in turn are able to claim that diversity as their own social capital once they buy into that system.\(^11\) However, whereas Leong’s example primarily focuses on the commodification of diversity, this Article suggests that Lin’s race itself becomes the marketed commodity for consumption in the NBA, not by the general consumer population, but a specific sector of racial minorities. Whereas recent scholarship has applied interest convergence theory\(^12\) to suggest that racial integration in baseball was partly motivated by capturing an African American audience base,\(^13\) there has traditionally been little correlation

\(^8\) Id.\(^9\)
\(^9\) Nancy Leong, Racial Capitalism, 126 Harv. L. Rev. 2151, 2153 (2013).\(^10\)
\(^10\) Id. at 2183.\(^11\)
\(^11\) See id. at 2175–82.\(^12\)
\(^12\) Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma, 93 Harv. L. Rev. 518, 523 (1980) (“this principle of ‘interest convergence’ provides: The interest of blacks in achieving racial equality will be accommodated only when it converges with the interests of whites.”).\(^13\)
\(^13\) Joshua DeLorme and John N. Singer, The Interest Convergence Principle and the Integration of Major League Baseball, 41 J. Black Stud. 367, 381 (2010) (“the commodity of Black baseball...proved to be a financially and socially viable component of the Black community, which
between racial make-up of the team and the demographics of NBA attendees across racial lines.14 Jeremy Lin, however, illustrates a present anomaly to this trend in the NBA. The original contract offer from Houston and the recent trade to Los Angeles illustrate how race is Lin’s chief selling point to a specifically-targeted, racialized audience for not only economic gain, but also social capital.

The Houston Rockets, having previously participated in the global expansion of the NBA into Asia through its star player, Yao Ming,15 likely recruited Lin with the international market in mind.16 Yao Ming had allowed the Rockets and the NBA to realize a huge market sector in China which was previously untapped.17 Houston had hoped that Lin, who is of Taiwanese and Chinese descent,18 would similarly fill an economic ambassadorial role to the China market. Lin indeed proved popular and lucrative in China—for example, his Rockets jersey was fourth in sales in the Chinese market for 2012-2013, his first season with Houston;19 at the height of his popularity, Yao Ming generated similar sales results and was never first in NBA jersey sales in China.20 However, there was yet another facet of Jeremy Lin that could be exploited economically—his identity as an Asian

signified to owners such as Branch Rickey that Black players were talented enough to participate in MLB and that Black fans patronized baseball contests.”); see also Amy Christian McCormick & Robert A. McCormick, Race and Interest Convergence in NCAA Sports, 2 Wake Forest J.L. & Pol’y 17 (2012).


15 See David Leonard, Yo, Yao! What does the “Ming Dynasty” tell us about race and transnational diplomacy in the NBA?, Colorlines, Jun. 22, 2003, at 34 (2003) (“The star power of Yao Ming is not the result of his extraordinary stats for the Houston Rockets. He averages a respectable 13 points and 8.2 rebounds per game. The flurry of magazine covers, billboards, and television commercials featuring Yao reflect the desires of American and Chinese companies to cash in on Yao’s popularity.”). 16 Nate Taylor, Lin Follows Yao’s Steps in N.B.A. and China, N.Y. Times (July 24, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/25/sports/basketball/jeremy-lin-follows-yao-ming-in-more-ways-than-one.html? r=0 (“The Rockets hope that Lin, who is of both Chinese and Taiwanese descent, can continue the franchise’s popularity in China, for which Yao was responsible.”).


18 Keith Bradsher, Grandmother and Taiwan Watch from Afar, N.Y. Times, Feb. 16, 2012, at B11 (citing Lin’s uncle on the issue of Jeremy Lin’s specific ethnic identification, “Lin Chi Chung said he and Jeremy Lin’s father were eighth-generation descendants of immigrants from Fujian province in southeastern China who moved to Taiwan in 1707. They were part of a large wave of Fujian migration from which most of Taiwan’s current residents are descended, and these descendants tend to identify themselves as Taiwanese.”).


American. The Asian American market comprised a significant market share of ticket sales for the Rockets, and with a much denser Asian American population in Los Angeles, the market effect of the Lin trade on ticket sales for the Lakers might prove substantial. Immediately following Lin’s trade to the Lakers, Karthick Ramakrishnan produced an infographic showing that the Asian American market share in Los Angeles was quintuple that of Houston, and concluded that the trade made good business sense.

On the business side of sports, there is generally a relationship between player compensation and team revenue, which is largely determined by fan attendance and viewership, which in turn affect commercial sponsorship. Under traditional basketball personnel economics, player salary should be related to performance on the court, which perpetuates the belief that the sports world is a meritocracy. In this light, the Lakers’ willingness to accept the financial brunt of Lin’s back-ended contract does not seem to make good economic sense. Lin’s $28.8 million contract with Houston in 2012 was structured so that Lin would make $5 million in year one, $5.2 million in year two, and $9.3 million in each of years three and four, with a team option in the fourth year. This back-ended compensation scheme was intended to create a “poison pill” disincentive for Lin’s then-team, the New York Knicks, from matching Houston’s offer due to the punitive luxury tax provisions that the NBA had just enacted. Although Lin’s “upside potential” may have also played a role in Houston’s initial willingness to offer him an inflated salary, by 2014 his “stock” as a player had not risen and their risk seemed to have not paid off. In terms of his production, Lin’s output as a starter in his first season in Houston was nearly identical to his overall statistics in

21 Leonard, supra note 15, at 34 (“Beyond the efforts to sell basketball to more than 2 billion Chinese nationals, the NBA hopes to capitalize on the sudden explosion in ticket sales to the Asian American market. Asian Americans buying group packages for Rockets games represent 11 percent of the buying public, 10 percent more than last year.”).
23 See Brown, Spiro & Keenan, supra note 14, at 335 (describing the “standard hypothesis that a player's salary reflects his expected performance.”); see also David J. Berri, Who Is ‘Most Valuable’? Measuring the Player's Production of Wins in the National Basketball Association, 20 Managerial & Decision Econs. 411 (1999).
26 Id. (“The back-loaded offer was potentially designed by Houston as a ‘poison pill’ to create a high salary threshold for Lin's previous team, the New York Knicks, to consider when deciding whether to match or exceed Houston's contract offer. Further, the Houston contract would have caused a luxury tax liability for the Knicks that some analysts have estimated at $15 million. These factors seemingly were among the primary reasons the Knicks did not agree to match Houston's contract terms as offered to Lin.”).
New York, but fell far short from his performance during the Linsanity period, which was perhaps the expectation Houston had when it made Lin the offer in 2012. The Lakers agreed to assume the expanded financial obligations for Lin beginning the third year of his contract, despite the fact that Lin’s production had significantly decreased and he had been relegated to the bench in Houston in favor of Patrick Beverly. Ramakrishnan’s assessment of the trade as a good business decision, which is probably not based on an unrealistic hope that Lin will consistently reproduce his levels of performance in Los Angeles as he did at the height of Linsanity, suggests that there is another force at work.

By linking the business aspect of the trade to the Asian American market sector, Ramakrishnan seems to suggest a correlation between racial identification and increased consumerism among minority groups. Attendance and viewership, however, have generally been found to be less affected by racial identification with minority players, than with positive team performance and the presence of “superstar” players like Michael Jordan or Shaquille O’Neal in the game. In this respect, Jeremy Lin may not perform at comparable superstar levels, but nevertheless has a superstar effect because he has become a celebrity of sorts. In analyzing the inflated salaries of certain professional athletes, Marc Edelman proposes a comparison to entertainers who draw similar earnings. Although part of their salary reflects hard work and performance, Edelman suggests that professional athletes like LeBron James and Jeremy Lin are primarily being compensated for their entertainment value.

It is useful, in this regard, to remember that the business of sports is entertainment, a consumer product. Sports franchises often negotiate terms with players not so much based on their projected contribution to the success of the team, more than their effect on the franchise’s ability to sell tickets and, more importantly,
to negotiate lucrative deals for television and other broadcasting rights.\(^{34}\) This is especially true for teams in major media markets like Los Angeles. For example, in November 2013, the Lakers signed Kobe Bryant to a two-year $48.5 million extension even though he was aging, injured, and unlikely to play for the majority of the season; the deal was likely made so that the Lakers could retain star power despite their performance on the court, just as they had done previously with an aging Magic Johnson who was retiring for health reasons.\(^{35}\) On the other side of the spectrum, the stock price in Madison Square Garden, the oldest Regional Sports Network which holds venue and television rights to the Knicks, drastically dropped immediately following Jeremy Lin’s departure for Houston, which suggests economic ramifications not linked solely to the success of the Knicks on the court.\(^{36}\) In losing Lin, the Knicks were losing not just a player, but also a celebrity who could draw crowds and viewership, which affects revenue.

Jeremy Lin’s drawing power, however, is largely a function of his race.

The assumption of Lin’s contract by the Lakers as a business decision is a result of an intersection of racial identification and superstar status. Ramakrishnan’s assessment that Jeremy Lin’s value to the Lakers is correlated to his connection with the Asian American market share, therefore, may be correct. Although news of his trade to Los Angeles was met with mixed reactions from Lakers fans generally,\(^{37}\) the Lin trade garnered overwhelming support among the Asian American community.\(^{38}\) The Lakers appear to be capitalizing on Lin’s star power not among their overall fan base, but within a particular racialized segment of their fan base. As such, Jeremy Lin’s race has been converted into potential economic and social capital for the Lakers. Asian Americans, however, support Lin not because he consistently delivers superstar-level performance or due to simple racial identification, but because Lin has achieved nonconventional superstar status in the


\(^{36}\) Zachary A. Greenberg, Note: Tossing the Red Flag: Official (Judicial) Review and Shareholder-Fan Activism in the Context of Publicly Traded Sports Teams, 90 Wash. U. L. Rev. 1255, 1289 n.200 (2013) ("Even more recently, the Knicks’ decision not to re-sign Lin, a restricted free agent, proved to have a negative impact on The Garden’s stock price. After reaching $38.80 per share on July 5th (up from $29.49 on the day of Jeremy Lin's first start), the stock has fallen almost 9 percent, down to $35.50, since the Knicks decided not to match the Houston Rockets' offer sheet for Lin."); Stephen Smith, As Jeremy Lin Heads South, So Does MSG Stock, CBS News (Jun. 23, 2012, 2:05 PM), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/as-jeremy-lin-heads-south-so-does-msg-stock/.


Asian American community. Jeremy Lin holds market power in the Asian American community because of the ways in which his identity confronts issues of race and racialization.

Lin is distinctive in the NBA for his Asian American rather than Asian identity. Although Yao Ming, Wang ZhiZhi, and Yi JianLian were all identifiable Asian bodies who preceded Jeremy Lin in the NBA, they were also all identifiable international. Yao Ming’s foreignness was often made a distinguishing characteristic in media accounts, which further contributed to the stereotype of Asian Americans as perpetual foreigners. In fact, criticism that tried to apply this foreigner stereotype to Lin compelled prominent Knicks-fan, director Spike Lee, to ardently defend Lin’s American-ness. Asian Americans, in this respect, likely hold deeper personal identification with Lin, who has also unfairly contended with the same racialized struggles as they have, as opposed to international players from Asia. Jeremy Lin’s initial rise to prominence during Linsanity brought issues of race to the forefront of American cultural discourse, by engaging and challenging prevailing stereotypes of Asian Americans.

Lin specifically had to contend with negative stereotypes of Asian American men. Lisa Lowe explains, “Chinese male immigrants could be said to occupy, before 1940, a ‘feminized’ position in relation to white male citizens and, after 1940, a ‘masculinity’ whose racialization is the material trace of the history of this ‘gendering.’” Professional sports, in particular, has remained a site where racialized stereotypes of athleticism and masculinity have led to de facto segregation for Asian Americans, despite integration for many other races. John Kang notes, “While African American men tend to be ‘embraced’ for their super masculinity, Asian American men tend to be rejected for lacking the masculinity associated with bodily aesthetics.” These stereotypes arguably hindered Lin’s entry into professional basketball. Despite playing well in high school and college, Lin went undrafted in the NBA and was cut multiple times before finally being given his opportunity by coming off the bench for a desperate and injury-depleted New York Knicks team with no other point guard to play. In an interview with Charlie Rose on 60 Minutes, Lin and former NBA Commissioner David Stern both acknowledged that race and stereotypes played factors in his initial inability to break into the league despite his talents.

39 Leonard, supra note 15, at 35 (“The discourse surrounding Yao Ming frequently centers on his foreign status. Announcers and sports writers continually focus on his difficulties behind the wheel of a car, his strange eating habits, and the difficulties he has with the English language. Undoubtedly, many international players have had problems adjusting to English and "American" culture, but Yao’s difficulties are placed in the foreground.”).
41 Wang, supra note 7 (“In one February 14th tweet, Lee insisted “Jeremy Lin [sic] Was Born Here In The US Which Makes Him An American. WAKE UP.””).
Timothy Yu comments that Lin needed to overcome the popular conception that “Asian-Americans don’t really belong on the basketball court... Lin was overlooked because when people looked at him, they saw a stereotype, not a basketball star.” Indeed, racist reactions to Jeremy Lin in the media during Linsanity demonstrate the ways in which historical stereotypes, specifically of emasculated Asian American men, persist even today. For some scholars and activists, Jeremy Lin represents the hope for Asian Americans, as a community, to overcome those damaging stereotypes. As Yu further observes regarding ESPN’s quick apology after using the derogatory slur “Chink” in its headline following New York’s first loss during Linsanity, “[s]lurs and stereotypes that would previously have been used with impunity were getting a good, hard look, and a major media outlet responded to Asian-American critics with a swiftness that would have been unimaginable a few weeks ago.” By upending stereotypes of Asian Americans and bringing consciousness of these stereotypes to national attention, Lin generates symbolic capital for the entire Asian American community, though especially Asian American men. As Oliver Wang suggests, “for those Asian American men who feel like masculinity is a club that everyone else has membership to, someone like Lin is a godsend... because he’s performed well in the NBA—one of the grand stages of contemporary American masculinity.” Lin has become a figure for the Asian American community to rally behind who, as Linda España-Maram has described in respect to other stereotype-shattering Asian American athletes, “offer[s] the possibility of dignity and self-definition.”

Though Lin has been able to break through many unfair stereotypes of Asian Americans, his story should not be used to perpetuate the myth that sports is a
race-neutral meritocracy. As Scott Kurashige has already warned, Jeremy Lin should not be used to justify "neo-conservative theories of bootstrap success," which is at the heart of colorblind arguments against affirmative action. Such critiques of affirmative action often focus on the recipients and turn attention to evaluating their merits and whether they have earned their place. The intersecting factors leading to Lin’s contract in the NBA, however, demonstrate the ways in which institutional decisions based on race are not made purely for the benefit the recipient, but are calculated business decisions intended to benefit the institution, which relates to Nancy Leong’s theory of racial capitalism. Leong sets up her argument by discussing Justice O’Connor’s business diversity rationale in the landmark affirmative action case *Grutter v. Bollinger*, which proposes that racial diversity can be a valid interest because it develops good business skills “needed in today’s increasingly global marketplace [that] can only be developed through exposure to widely diverse people, cultures, ideas, and viewpoints.” Leong expands on O’Connor’s business diversity principle to argue that diversity is itself a capitalized interest for corporate institutions.

The economically calculated use of Jeremy Lin’s race in the NBA creates a space for potentially taking O’Connor’s business diversity model even further. His presence on the team does not so much provide exposure to a diverse person, which may be abstractly useful for doing business with diverse people per *Grutter*, as much as it provides direct, fungible access to diverse people and their market share. In other words, by racially composing a team that reflects the diversity of the surrounding community, a local team is better able to commercially access those racial communities in order to drive ticket sales and viewership, which in turn attracts advertising revenue. In baseball, New York Mets General Manager Omar Minaya employed a similar race-based strategy for rebuilding the team in 2005.
Such racialized targeting of player personnel might hold up under an extremely neoliberal interpretation of diversity rationale, where diversity is arguably a pure business decision vested in financial interest. Disallowing race-conscious affirmative action in team composition would prevent strategic access to a racially diverse market share. The 2005 Mets team and Jeremy Lin’s contract, therefore, hold the potential for a perversely neoliberal expansion of Grutter.

Jeremy Lin’s $28.8 million contract can be read, in this way, as a type of business diversity affirmative action, worth every penny in terms of the revenue he is expected to bring. Jeremy Lin’s athletic ability and work ethic comprise only one piece of the puzzle that led to his retention in the NBA. Although Lin needed to display enough talent to merit entry the NBA, his $28.8 contract does not necessarily reflect an objective system of compensation based purely on merit, but a hybridized calculation by owners primarily interested in promoting a marketable product of sports entertainment. Jeremy Lin’s status as a barrier-breaking and stereotype-defying icon for the Asian American community makes him a good sports entertainment product that creates access to a consumer demographic that has not been fully realized. In this respect, Lin’s race becomes part of his “stock” as a player, which has equivalent, if not more, value than his actual performance on the court. The Lakers are perhaps hoping to capitalize on this “upside potential” of Jeremy Lin to bring in additional revenue.

Under the bleakest of readings of his $28.8 million contract, Lin’s race is reduced into a commodity to be possessed and exchanged by NBA executives who represent greater structures of white power in American society. Kenneth Shropshire critiques the ways predominantly white owners of sports franchises have historically reaped huge financial benefits from players who are predominantly from minority backgrounds. However, Lin’s race can also be considered as a commons, conferring benefits to multiple parties, which potentially spares his contract from being interpreted as unavoidably exploitative. Jeremy Lin’s race may have value for his NBA employers, but it also provides value to his racial community and the community at large. For NBA executives his race can be converted into a product for profit, but the communities that buy into the product still derive a benefit apart from pure sports entertainment. They buy into a larger message for society that race not only still matters, but also can rise quickly to the strategies, however, the Mets may have engaged in race-considered roster construction in creating the 2005 team.”.

---

57 See id. at 426 n.322.
58 See also Mitchell F. Crusto, Blackness as Property: Sex, Race, Status, and Wealth, 1 Stan. J. C.R. & C.L. 51, 53 (2005) (arguing that “Grutter and its nineteenth-century roots regulate the sexual-racial economies of property, treat blackness as white property, reflect Professor Bell’s “interest-convergence” principle, and serve to reinforce a greater social and economic order: the continued domination, supremacy, and privilege of wealthy white men.”); see generally Cheryl I. Harris, Whiteness as Property, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 1709 (1993).
59 See Kenneth L. Shropshire, In Black and White: Race and Sports in America (1996) (identifying hidden purveyors of structural racism as reasons why approximately 95% of sports team owners are white while the vast majority of players are black); see also Kenneth L. Shropshire, Minority Issues in Contemporary Sports, 15 Stan. L. & Pol’y Rev. 189 (2004).
60 See generally, Sheldon Bernard Lyke, Diversity as Commons, 88 Tul. L. Rev. 317 (2013).
forefront of our national consciousness in positive ways. Jeremy Lin defies and will continue to defy stereotypes, and he is getting paid for it. The intersecting market forces at work in Jeremy Lin’s $28.8 million contract ultimately reveal that sports is not post-racial. Yet the manner in which Jeremy Lin forces us to engage with issues of race, despite attempts to believe that we are a race-neutral society, demonstrates that market powers and the business side of consumer culture can also drive society towards positive social consciousness and change.